Help pilot this brand new multi-generational women’s book club in which adults can come alongside teen and pre-teen girls and find common ground and constructive conversation together.

This brochure is your guide to gather women, young and young at heart, to delight in the genius of femininity by reading novels that affirm faith and exemplify virtue. Choose a TFG novel. Read it. Plan to meet for coffee, cocoa, or tea... and talk! Select the book based on the youngest age of the readers in your group. A club can be as small as 2 or as large as 12 or more. Your discussion is about the virtues you see in the book. So Simple. So profound.

The TOTALLY Feminine GENIUS™ Generations Book Club is one of the innovative resources offered through the ministry of VIRTUE WORKS MEDIA. Your feedback will help us make this the BEST Book Club ever!

Contact: Cathy Gilmore, Executive Director, Virtue Works Media
219 Westridge Parc Lane, Ellisville, MO
636-391-3999 • VirtueWorksMedia@outlook.com
Join the conversation on Facebook at: Virtue Works Media @ PowerofParable
Find out more at www.CatherineCGilmore.com
**Choose your Virtues:**

There are six TFG GENERATIONS Book Club virtue discussion categories to consider. Look for and discuss the virtues demonstrated in the characters and situations in your book. Focus on just one category at a time or choose among all 30 Everyday Virtues™. There is no right or wrong way to do this. Different readers of different ages will notice different virtues in different ways.

Affirming virtue and enjoying the conversation is what matters. All ages can inspire each other in virtue and in the total genius of femininity!

**“Power Pack” Virtues** are habits of love at the core of what we BELIEVE.

- **Faith**: reliance on the power of God
- **Humility**: believing that littleness is a gift
- **Acceptance**: saying “yes” to life as it is
- **Mercy**: compassionate forgiveness
- **Hope**: believing in a good future with God

**“God Glasses” Virtues** look at life’s circumstances with virtues of PERCEPTION.

- **Clarity**: seeing and seeking justice
- **Humor**: seeing / smiling at life’s light side
- **Peace**: being undisturbed, resting in love
- **Adaptability**: to adjust agreeably to change
- **Modesty**: simplicity and selfless attention focused on others

**“Wonder Woman” Virtues** are internal habits of goodness operating in our THOUGHTS.

- **Faithfulness**: loyalty that keeps promises
- **Wisdom**: exercising good judgement
- **Steadfastness**: loving and selfless dedication
- **Integrity**: internal consistent goodness
- **Charity**: selflessness that motivates generosity

**“Emoji Energy” Virtues** are interior habits of virtue expressed in EMOTIONS.

- **Joyfulness**: inner gladness despite difficulty
- **Trust**: confident reliance on God or others
- **Devotion**: ardent love, no matter what
- **Empathy**: sharing the feelings of another
- **Gratitude**: thankfulness and appreciation

**“Right Resolve” Virtues**, are habits of selfless DECISION making.

- **Cooperation**: sacrificing to work in sync with others
- **Patience**: to persist in spite of frustration
- **Fortitude**: spiritual toughness/stamina
- **Prudence**: choosing the greatest good
- **Self-Discipline**: self-imposed obedience

**“Super Strength” Virtues** are expressed through loving ACTIONS.

- **Honesty**: exercising authenticity & truth
- **Inspiration**: energizing the enthusiasm of others
- **Kindness**: consideration to put others 1st
- **Courage**: acting according to belief
- **Perseverance**: unwavering endurance

Join this book club conversation on Facebook at [VirtueWorksMedia@PowerofParable](http://VirtueWorksMedia@PowerofParable)

TFG Virtue Categories are based on the Johnson Institute Spiritual Strengths Personality Model
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